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**Figure I** Unknown Iranian author, booklet on photography, c. 1859, taken from Zokā 1997: 292.

**Figure II** Letter 1, signed W. Ordēn, 19th March 1986, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna.
Figure III  Letter 2, signed W. Ordén, 7th April 1896, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna.
**Figure IV**  W. Ordén, N° 3162 Tehran. The Shah's Harem, c. 1886, albumen print, 14.5 x 21 cm, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, VF-5232.

**Figure V**  W. Ordén, N°3176, Tehran. The Shah’s Throne, c. 1886, albumen print, 18.8 x 14 cm, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, VF-5228.
Figure VI  W. Ordén, No. 3133, Tabriz. The Tomb of Shah Abbás, c. 1886, albumen print, 20.3 x 14.7 cm, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, VF-5223.

Figure VII  W. Ordén, No. 3139, Tabriz. Cemetery, c. 1886, albumen print, 18.8 x 15 cm, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, VF-5222.
Figure VIII  W. Ordén, N° 3150, Caravanserei Shiraz, c. 1886, albumen print, 21.4 x 16.3 cm, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, VF-5233.

Figure IX  W. Ordén, N° 3159, Enzali. The Imperial Palace, c. 1886, albumen print, 20.2 x 15.2 cm, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, VF-5234.
Figure X  Chronology of Western and Iranian photographers working at court and Dār al-Fonun, by Carmen Pérez González.

Figure 1a  Nakanishi, Akira, Writing Systems of the World. Alphabet, Syllabaries, Pictograms, Tokyo, 1980: 112.
Figure 1b  Evolution of the direction of writing of scripts, made by Chris McManus, taken from McManus 2002: 242-43.
Figure 2  Elaborated by Carmen Pérez González.
Figure 3  Anonymous Iranian photographer, a group of Bakhtiari children, c. 1880, albumen print, particular collection of Iraj Afshar, taken from Afshar 1992: 317.

Figure 4  Rezā Akkāsbāshi, Prince Firuz Mirzā children, 1866, albumen print, 16 x 11.5 cm, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran, Album 133, Photo 91.
Figure 5  Attr. Rezā Akkāsbāshi, sons of Mohandes-e Mamālek, c. 1866, albumen print, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran, Album 191.

Figure 6  Rezā Akkāsbāshi, Ismail, Asad al-Khān and Nāser al-Manushi, 1866, albumen print, 20.5 x 15.4 cm, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran, Album 188, Photo 19.
Figure 7  Anonymous Iranian photographer, group portrait, c. 1880, taken from Jalali 1998: 166.

Figure 8  Ignác Schächtl, group of children, c. 1890, albumen print, Tábor, Czech Republic. Hosted at Photo-Museum Tábor, Czech Republic.
Figure 9  Josef Jindrich Sechtl, Novak Family, 1911, albumen print, Bozejov, Czech Republic. Hosted at Photo-Museum Tábor, Czech Republic.

Figure 10  W. Ordén, Khiva women with their children, c. 1886, albumen print, 14.7 x 20.3 cm, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, VF5107.
Figure 11  Lorichón, Grupo de señora y dos niñas.  
Daguerreotype, 1850, Archivo Museu de la Ciencia i la Tècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona.

Figure 12  Julio Derrey, El relojero Juan Bautista Carbonell y familia (Valencia), 1890, albumen print, 22.6 x 16.8 cm, Juan José Prósper Díaz Collection.
Figure 13  Unknown Iranian photographer, two children, c. 1890, albumen print, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran, Album 269, photo 25-2.

Figure 14  Attr. Reza Akkâbâshi, doble exposure of Bahâ al-Molk, albumen print, c. 1864, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran, taken from Zokâ 1997: 229.
Figure 15  Anonymous Iranian photographer, Sālār al-Dowle (sitting), date unknown, albumen print, Golestān Library Palace, Tehran, glass negative number 2338, Album 83, taken from Jalali 1998: 62.

Figure 16  Unknown photographer, untitled, date unknown, albumen print, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran.
Figure 17  Fot. Atelier L. Ranges Holetschke, brother and sister, c. 1907, albumen print, 16.5 x 10.6 cm, Carmen Pérez González Collection.

Figure 18  C. Pietzner, brother and sister, c. 1890s, albumen print, 16.4 x 11.3 cm, Carmen Pérez González Collection.
Figure 19  E. Gateau, Pareja de Valencia, 1878, albumen print, 9.6 x 13.5 cm, Juan José Díaz Prósper Collection.

Figure 20  Vicente Simarro, Niño y niña (Játiva), c. 1870, albumen print, 10.8 x 7.6 cm, Juan José Díaz Prósper Collection.
Figure 21  Unknown Iranian photographer, A Servant holding Mohammad Khân, date unknown, albumen print, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran, glass negative number: 2989, Album 54.

Figure 23  Unknown Spanish photographer, Nodrissa, 1890, albumen print, 11.5 x 16.8 cm, Juan José Díaz Prósper Collection.
Figure 22  Rezā Akkābāshi, Eyn al-Molk, c. 1865, albumen print, 16 x 11.9 cm, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran, Album 133, Photo 19.

Figure 24  Molíné y Albareda, without title, c. 1865, albumen print, 6 x 10 cm, Juan José Díaz Prósper Collection.
Figure 25  Anonymous Iranian photographer, Mirzā Hoseyn Khān Ehteshām, date unknown, albumen print, Iraj Afshar Collection, taken from Afshar 1992: 319.

Figure 26  Unknown photographer, Sultan Ahmad Mirzā Qajar, c. 1903, albumen print, taken from Afshar 1992: 33.
Figure 27  Nāser al-Din Shah, Nāser al-Din Shah, c. 1866, albumen print, 17.4 x 9.8 cm, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran, Album 133, Photo 6.

Figure 28  Rezā Akkāsbāshi, Hājji Ali Khān E’temād al-Saltane, c. 1866, albumen print, 18.3 x 13.8 cm, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran, Album 188, Photo 21.
Figure 29  Juan Ramón Sabater, Antonio Alloza (Castellón), c. 1880, 13.4 x 8.9 cm, Juan José Díaz Prósper Collection.

Figure 30  Atelier Elite, untitled, c. 1910s, albumen print, 11.8 x 5 cm, Carmen Pérez González Collection.
Figure 31  Hans Heinrich, untitled, before October 1911 (back inscription), albumen print, 11.8 x 4.8 cm, Orianenburg, Carmen Pérez González Collection.

Figure 32  J. Laurent, Duc de Medinaceli, 1868, albumen print, 6 x 10 cm, Juan José Díaz Prósper Collection.
Figure 33  Examples of stimuli. A: top=right-biased weight, left-biased interest, and left-to-right directionality, bottom=left-biased weight, right-biased interest, and right-to-left directionality. B: top=left-biased weight, balanced interest, and right-to-left directionality, bottom=right-biased weight, balanced interest, and left-to-right directionality. C: top=absent weight, right-biased interest, and absent directionality, bottom=absent weight, left-biased interest, and absent directionality. D: top=balanced weight, absent interest, and left-to-right directionality, bottom=balanced weight, absent interest, and right-to-left directionality. Taken from Christman and Pinger, 1997: 159.

Figure 34  Unknown Iranian photographer, untitled, date unknown, albumen print, taken from Jalali, 1998: 140-141.
Figure 35  Unknown Iranian photographer, untitled, date unknown, albumen print, taken from Jalali, 1998: 52-53.

Figure 36  Unknown Iranian photographer, untitled, date unknown, albumen print, private collection.
Figure 37  Fath Ali Shah Received by Mirzā Rezā Qoli Monshi al-Molk in Sawdasht. Folio 61a from a manuscript of the Shāhānšāhnāme, Iran, c. 1810-18, opaque watercolor, ink, and gold on paper, 39 x 26 cms, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna.
Figure 38  Khosrow Discovers Shirin Bathing, Brooklyn Museum of Art, Bequest of Irma B. Wikilson, 1997, 108.
Figure 39  Shirin Presents a Jug of Milk to Farhād. Artist unknown. Iran, late 15th-
early 16th century. Opaque watercolour, ink, and gold on paper, 24.7 x 14.5 cm,
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, S86.0179.

**Figure 41**  Abdollâh Khân, *Fath Ali Shah at the Hunt*, Rayy, circa 1820-30, taken from Diba 1998: 41.
Figure 42  Note that the optics of the eye reverses the image of the arrow in the retinae. The nerve fibres from each retina separate so that messages from the left half of each retina travel to the visual cortex of the left hemisphere, and the messages from the right halves travel to the visual cortex of the right hemisphere. Thus when the center of the arrow is fixated (as shown) information in the left half of space (the arrow head) goes to the right cortex, and information in the right half of space (the feathers) goes to the left cortex. Note further that the two cortical representations are not mirror-reversed with respect to each other. Taken from Ramón y Cajal 1899.
Figure 43  The fibres from the retina terminate at the back of the brain, in a part known as the primary visual cortex (area V1), shown in yellow on the medial side of the left hemisphere of the brain. Taken from Zeki 1999: 15.

Figure 44  The visual brain consists of multiple functionally specialised areas, which receive their visual input largely from V1 (yellow) and an area surrounding it known as V2 (green). These are the best charted visual areas, but not the only ones. Other visual areas are being continually discovered. Taken from Zeki 1999: 16.
Figure 45  Stare at the nose of each face. Which looks happier? J. Jaynes found that most right-handers choose the bottom face with the smile in their left visual field, presumably because the smiling side is processed by the right hemisphere on central fixation, taken from Jaynes 2000: 120.

Figure 46  Taken Gaffron 1950.

Figure 47  Detail in the hand of the most famous Ottoman calligrapher, Shaykh Hamdullah, Istanbul, early sixteenth-century, Istanbul Museum of Islamic Art, taken from Safadi 1978: 53.
Figure 48  Naskhi Qur’an copied by the Ottoman calligrapher Shaykh Hamdollah al-Amasini the early sixteenth-century, Agha Khan Collection, Geneva, taken from Safadi 1978: 64.

Figure 49  Composite page of Persian text in large ornamental Ta’liq and small Nasta’liq by Shah Mahmud al-Nishaburi, Persia, early 16th century, taken from Safadi 1978: 87.
Figure 50  Compartments of various shapes dividing sections of Persian verse in free-flowing Nasta’liq. Page written by Mohammad Darwish al-Samarqandi in Kashmir in 1624, British Museum, London.

Figure 51  Shekaste, written by Nawāb Morid Khān in India, probably during the seventeenth century, Staatliche Museen, Berlin.
**Figure 52**  Anonymous Iranian photographer, Crown Prince Mozaffar al-Din Mirzā, c.1864-66, Archive of the Institute for Iranian Contemporary Historical Studies, Tehran.

**Figure 55**  Anonymous Iranian photographer, Habib Qā‘āni, a poet, date unknown, albumen print, taken from Afshar 1992: 164.
Figure 57  Mirzā Hasan Akkāsbāshi, Poets in Shiraz, c. 1895, albumen print, Collection Mansour Sane, Shiraz.
Figure 58  Abd al-Qāsem ebn al-Nuri, portrait of Amir Kabir, 1889, albumen print, private collection, taken from Zokā 1997: 118.

Figure 59  Lotus petal and flower design, Ferdowsi’s Shāh-nāme, 37.5 x 29 cm, Persian, Inju style, Shiraz, 1331, Topkapi Sarayi, Hazine 1479 (5a).
Figure 60  Whirling arabesque design and illuminated page decorations, Charâ‘eb al-seghar by Navâ‘i. 108 x 8 cm. Ottoman Turkish, ca. 1520-30. Or. 13061 (224a).

Figure 61  Amir Seyyed Mohammad Rezâ Khan al-Hoseyni (Ferdowsi Photography Studio), Shiraz, Mirzâ Mohammad-Rahim Akkâbâshi, date unknown, albumen print, Archive of the Institute for Iranian Contemporary Historical Studies, Tehran.
Figure 65  Manucher Khān Akkās, Manuchehr Hasan Ali Khān Garusi (Amir Nezām), c. 1886, albumen print, private collector, taken from Zokā 1997: 195.

Figure 66  Manucher Khān Akkās, Mozaffar al-Din Mirzā, prince in Tabriz, c. 1886, albumen print, private collector, taken from Zokā 1997: 194.
Figure 67  Amir Qajar, Several children of Fath Ali Shah, date unknown, albumen print, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran.

Figure 68  Abdollah Mirza Qajar, daughter of the prince Hajj Bahâ al-Dowle, c. 1890s, albumen print, size, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran.
Figure 69  Abdollah Mirza Qajar, Mirzâ Hoseyn Khan Mo’tamen al-Molk, c. 1890s, albumen print, size, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran.

Figure 70  Abdollah Mirza Qajar, Mozaffar al-Din Shah, c. 1896, albumen print, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran.
Figure 71  Abdollāh Mīrzā Qajar, Abdollāh Hoseyn Mīrzā Farmaŋ Farmaŋ and Seyyed Ahmad Monshibāshi Atabak, c. 1893, albumen print, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran.

Figure 72  Mīrzā Jafar Akkāsbashi, Nāser al-Dīn Shah and his sons, c. 1888, albumen print, taken from Zokā 1997: 87.
Figure 74  Unknown Iranian photographer, Āqā Seyyed Mohammad Mojtahed Tabātabā’i, c. 1915, albumen print, private collection.

Figure 75  Abd al-Qāsem ebn al-Nuri, Fāzel Sharbiyānī Edamelboje, c. 1889, albumen print, size, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran, taken form Zokā 1997: 118.
Figure 76  Abd al-Qāsem ebn al-Nuri, Mirzā-ye Sharestāni, c. 1897, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran, taken from Afshar 1992: 164.

Figure 77  Gholām-Hoseyn Derakhshān, dervish, c. 1930s, albumen print, Parisa Damandan Collection.
Figure 78  Kitagawa Utamaro, A Married Woman Inspects Her Black Teeth in a Mirror, Ukiyo-e painting, Museum für Ostasiatisches Kunst, Cologne.

Figure 79  Yokoyama Matsusaburo, Portrait of Nitta Tomi, c. 1874, albumen print, 10 x 7.2 cm, Yokoyama Family Collection.
Figure 80  Yokoyama Matsusaburo, Portrait of Nitta Tomi, c. 1872, albumen print, 10 x 7.2 cm, Yokoyama Family Collection.

Figure 81  Yokoyama Matsusaburo, Portrait Yamamoto Rempei, disciple of Yokoyama Matsusaburo, c. 1874, albumen print and oil painting, Yokoyama Family Collection.
Figure 82  Kojima Ryua, collage of Kojima Ryua and his family, c. 1873, private collection.

Figure 83  Kojima Ryua, self portrait, 1870s, private collection.
Figure 84  Ahmad Ali Khan, Portrait of Nawāb Raj Begum Sāhibah of Oudh, c. 1855. Salt print, 12.2 x 9.8 cm, overall 29.8 x 21.4 cm, British Library OIOC Photo 500 (3).

Figure 85  Postural diagram by Hewes, taken from Hewes 1957: 125.
Figure 88  Youth with flower, Safavid
Period, 1630s, ink on paper, H x W: 15.1 x 8.5 cm (5 15/16 x 3 3/8 in), Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.: Purchase 1953.22

Figure 89  The Silken Image of Rustam Shown to his Granfather Sam, Painting from Muhammad Juki’s manuscript of Ferdawi’s Shāh-nāme, Herat, ca. 1440, Royal Asiatic Society, London, MS 239, fol. 30v.
Figure 90  Mohammad Sādiq (signed Yā Sādiq al-Va’d), Shiraz, 1769/70, A Girl Playing a Mandolin, oil on canvas, formerly collection of M. Forugi, Tehran.

Figure 91  Mohammad Hassan Qajar, luti bāshi and two mārgirs, c. 1893, albumen print, 20.7 x 18.3 cm, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran, Album 1357, Photo 2.
Figure 92  Rezā Akkāsbāshi, group of musicians from Kashmir, c. 1865, albumen print, 20.8 x 15.5 cm, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran, Album 133, Photo 66.

Figure 93  Ya’qub Akkāsbāshi, self portrait, c. 1882, albumen print, private collection.
Figure 94  Nāser al-Dīn Shah, Anis al-Dowle, c. 1871, albumen print, 7.2 x 6.7 cm, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran.

Figure 95  Rezā Akkāsbāshi, Jamin al-Dawle, c. 1865, albumen print, 20.4 x 15.4 cm, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran, Album 133, Photo 9.
Figure 97  Unknown photographer, Child squatting on balustrade, c. 1880s, albumen print, private collection.

Figure 98  Mirzā Habibollāh Chehrehnegār, Child with chair and flower pot in Shiraz, c. 1910s-20s, albumen print, private collection.
Figure 99 Luigi Montabone, the crown-prinze Mozzafar al-Din Mirzā Qajar with his most important advisers, c. 1862, albumen print, 21.3 x 26.6 cm, Royal Collections, The Hague, The Netherlands, inv. Nr. FA 0603-17.

Figure 100 Mohammad Hassan Qajar, A man holding a flower, c. 1893, albumen print, taken from Zokā 1997: 120.
Figure 101  Ferdowsi Studio, men holding flowers, two qashqais, c. 1931, Shiraz, Archive of the Institute for Iranian Contemporary Historical Studies.

Figure 102  Ernst Hoeltzer, three mullahs with flowers, c. 1880, albumen print, Parisa Damandan Collection.
Figure 103  Photographer unknown, Abd al-Qāsem Ghaffāri, date unknown, albumen print, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran.

Figure 104  Unknown photographer, Āghā Mohammad Khāje (eunuc) better known as Fāqir al-Ghameh, date unknown, albumen print, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran.
Figure 105  Unknown photographer, Pond of water, c. 1890s, albumen print, taken from Afshar 1992: 256.

Figure 106  Unknown photographer, Pond of water, c. 1890s, albumen print, taken from Sane 2004: 66.
**Figure 107** Mirzā Habibollāh Chehrehnegār, Group of men with pots of flowers, in Shiraz, c. 1918, Mansour Sane Collection.

**Figure 108** Mirzā Ahmad Khan Chehreh-Namā, man praying, date unknown, albumen print, Parisa Damandan Collection.
Figure 109  Nāser al-Din Shah, page of an album, c. 1879, albumen print, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran.
Photographs clockwise (starting photograph on the left side):
Nāser al-Din Shah, Turān Agha, c. 1879, 14 x 10 cm, Album 289, Photo 4-2.
Nāser al-Din Shah, Mohammad Khān Khāje, c. 1879, 10.2 x 5 cm, Album 289, Photo 4-1.
Nāser al-Din Shah, Shah’s wife, c. 1879, 14 x 10 cm, Album 289, Photo 4-4.
Nāser al-Din Shah, Bigam Khānom and Bi-Mesāl Khānom, c. 1879, 11 x 10.5 cm, Album 289, Photo 4-5.
Nāser al-Din Shah, Nāser al-Din Shah, self-portrait, c. 1879, 13 x 5.7 cm, Album 289, Photo 4-3.
Figure 110  Nāser al-Din Shah, Fāṭemeh Sultān Tarchi and Zahrā Sultān, c. 1865, albumen print, 10.8 x 5.8 cm and 9.5 x 5.8 cm, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran, Album 362, Photos 17-2 and 17-1.

Figure 111  Ernst Hoeltzer, women eating pilav and melon, c. 1880s, albumen print, Hotz photo-collection hosted at the University Library in Leiden, Hotz Album 11: 60.
Figure 112  Antoin Sevruguin, Persian toilet, c. 1890s, albumen print, Museum of Ethnology, Leiden.

Figure 113  Antoin Sevruguin, naked woman, c. 1890s, albumen print, Museum of Ethnology, Leiden.
Figure 114  Plot of Praetorius Codex Miniatures, by Emmy Wellesz and Kurt Blauensteiner, in “Illustration zur einer Geschicte Timurs”.

Figure 115  Shiraz canon, by Grace Dunham Guest 1949: 29.

Figure 116  Modified Shiraz canon, by Grace Dunham Guest 1949: 29.
Figure 117  Plot by Charyhar Adle. Modular composition and “trace correcteur” of Shah Abbās attacking the Uzbek army, from Fotūhāt-e Hamāyūn, 1600-05, fol. 88r. taken from Adle 1975: 90.

Figure 118  Illustration of William Farish’s isometrical perspective, taken from Krikke 1996.
Figure 119  Illustration of the difference between axonometry as it is used in Chinese painting (left) and linear perspective (right). Taken from Krikke 1996.

Figure 130  Unknown Iranian photographer, Group of students from Nawbar school, Tabriz, c. 1890s, taken from Afshar 1992: 307.
Figure 131  Unknown Iranian photographer, Moshiriyye school, c. 1880s, Yazd, albumen print, private collection.

Figure 132  Abdollāh Mirzā Qajar, celebrations of the birthday of Fāṭeme at the house of one minister, c. 1894, 25 x 17.5 cm, taken from Zokā 1997: plate 60.
Figure 133  Unknown photographer, Governor of Kerman with friends and colleagues, date unknown, taken from Afshar 1992: 206.

Figure 134  Mirzâ Mehdi Khân Chereh-Namâ, military men, c. 1920s, Parisa Damandan Collection.
**Figure 135** Naṣer al-Din Shah, Iran al-Moluk, one of Naṣer al-Din Shah’s daughters’ wives (the woman on the left side), date unknown, Golestan Palace Library, Album 286, Tehran, taken from Afshar 1992: 205.

**Figure 136** Naṣer al-Din Shah, One of Naṣer al-Din Shah’s wives (the woman on the left side), c. 1870s, Golestan Palace Library, Album 286, Tehran, taken from Afshar 1992: 55.
Figure 137  Rezā Akkāsbāshī, group of mullahs, date unknown, albumen print, taken from Tahmasbpour 2007: 13.

Figure 138  Rezā Akkāsbāshī, group of mullahs, date unknown, albumen print, Museum of Photography, Tehran.
Figure 139  Unknown photographer, Ḥājji Ḥoseyn Qulān Nūrī Mōstwīfī, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, date unknown, albumen print, taken from Afšār 1992: 120.

Figure 140  Nāṣer al-Dīn Shāh, Anīs al-Dowle and Shirāzī Kuchak, wives of the Shāh, between 1865-1875, Album 289, page 28, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran.
Figure 141  Unknown Iranian photographer, Mohammad Ebrahim Khan Me’märbaši, c. 1886, taken from Afshar 1992: 60.

Figure 143  Francis Fritz, Self-portrait in Turkish Summer Costume (sic), 1857, albu­men print, Permanent loan from the Jerusalem Foundation, The Israel Museum, Jerusalem, L76.27/01.
Figure 144  Abd al-Qāsem ebn al-Nuri, self-portrait, c. 1900s, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran, taken from Zokā 1997: 117.

Figure 145  The National Geographic Magazine, April 1921, Washington, cover.
Figure 146  The National Geographic Magazine, April 1921, Washington: 352.

There are many blind persons in Persia, owing partly to the intense light rays of the sun. Tradition gives the following origin for the wearing of veils by Mohammedan women: One day when the Prophet was seated with his favorite wife, Aysha, a passing Arab admired her, expressed a wish to purchase her, and offered a camel in exchange. This experience so angered Mohammed that the custom of requiring women to wear veils resulted.
Figure 147  The National Geographic Magazine, April 1921, Washington: 353.
The railroad and the motor car have been a final stroke in the service of modern civilization in the Orient and the Occident. The Arab, Korkan, and the Turk have all been affected by the development of the automobile and the airplane. While the railroad is still a national institution, the motor car is also a part of the Oriental business system, as it is a means of transportation for the rich and the poor alike. The automobile has become an integral part of the Oriental business system, as it is a means of transportation for the rich and the poor alike.

The rise of the Persian Dynasty: From the more primitive Persian cities, with their simple, thatched roofs and their thatched roofs, to the modern cities, with their thatched roofs and their thatched roofs, has been a gradual process. The process of modernization has been gradual, and the process of modernization has been gradual. The process of modernization has been gradual, and the process of modernization has been gradual.
Figure 149  The National Geographic Magazine, April 1921, Washington, advertisement.
**Figure 150**  The National Geographic Magazine, April 1921, Washington, advertisement.

**Figure 151**  The National Geographic Magazine, April 1921, Washington, advertisement.
Figure 152  Rezā Akkāsbāshi, Shirazi-ye Kuchak and Farangi with Aghā Salmān, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran.

Figure 153  Movassaq Karimi, portrait of two small children, unknown dates, Museum of Photography, Tehran.
Figure 154  Boudoir studio, untitled, 1904, Bahman Bayani Collection, Tehran.

Figure 157  Abdollāh Mirzā Qajar, Ja'far Qoli Khān, c. 1902, private collection, taken from Zokā 1997: 82
Figure 158  Mohammad Jafar Mirzâ, Nosrat al-Din Mirzâ as a child, c. 1887, private collection, taken from Zokâ 1997: 87.

Figure 159  Luigi Montabone, Grandi personaggi di corte, c. 1862, albumen print, 24.1 x 29.4 cm, Royal Collections, The Hague, The Netherlands, inv. Nr. FA 0603-53.
**Figure 160**  Antoin Sevruguin, dervish, c. 1880s, albumen print, private collection.

**Figure 161**  Antoin Sevruguin, dervish, c. 1880s, albumen print, private collection.
Figure 162  Antoin Sevruguin, *The Persian Tonsure*, c. 1880s, albumen print, Leiden University Library, Hotz 15:32.

Figure 163  Antoin Sevruguin, *The Persian Tonsure*, c. 1880s, albumen print, Ethnology Museum in Berlin.
Figure 164  Antoin Sevruguin, massage, c. 1880s, albumen print, Museum of Ethnology, Zurich.

Figure 165  Abdullah Frères, untitled, c. 1880, taken from Pérez 1997: 106.
Figure 166  Scenes and types, Nr. 62, Moorish bust, postcard, taken from Alloula 1986: 123.

Figure 167  Scenes and types, Nr. 162, Arabian woman with the Yachmak, postcard, taken from Alloula 1986: 126.
Figure 168  Nāser al-Din Shah, One of Nāser al-Din Shah’s wife, date unknown, albumen print, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran, taken from Tahmasbpour 2001: 45.

Figure 169  W. Orđēn, N° 1801, Persian Shia, c. 1886, albumen print, 21 x 16.4 cm, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, VF-4946.
Figure 170  W. Ordén, N° 1890, The Armenians of Tabriz and Isphahan, c. 1886, albumen print, 21.5 x 16.5 cm, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, VF-4983

Figure 171  W. Ordén, N° 1872, Central Asia Types, c. 1886, albumen print, 21.5 x 16.8 cm, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, VF-5037.
Figure 172  W. Ordén, N° 1875, The oriental princes and their dignataries, c.1886, albumen print, Anahita Gallery, Santa Fe, AG 2076.

Figure 174  Rezā Akkāsbāšī, Sahhāfbāšī, date unknown, albumen print, 17.9 x 13.4 cm, Golestān Palace Library, Tehran, Album 189, Photo 29.
Figure 175  Adele Perlmutter, Nāser al-Din Shah, 1873, albumen print, 10.5 x 6.5 cm, Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna, VF 56222.

Figure 176  Mirzā Mehdi Khān Chehreh-Namā, group portrait, c. 1910s, albumen print, 9 x 12 cm, Parisa Damandan Collection.
Figure 177  Ali Khan Vali Hakem, Seyyed Ali Darvandi, c. 1880-90, albumen print, courtesy of Special Collections, Fine Arts Library, Harvard University.

Figure 178  Ali Khan Vali Hakem, Mirza Mohammad Sadeq Saehebnasgh, c. 1880-90, albumen print, courtesy of Special Collections, Fine Arts Library, Harvard University.
Figure 179  Ali Khân Valî Hâkem, Mirzâ Ali Khân Sartîp, c. 1880-90, albumen print, courtesy of Special Collections, Fine Arts Library, Harvard University.

Figure 180  Ali Khân Valî Hâkem, Âqâ Akkâs, c. 1880-90, albumen print, courtesy of Special Collections, Fine Arts Library, Harvard University.
Figure 181  Mohammad Hasan Qajar, Hajji Mirzā Ahmad Kermāni, c. 1890, albumen print, taken from Afshar 1992: 106.

Figure 182  Mohammad Hasan Qajar, Hajji Mohammad Ali Sayyāh Mahalāti, c. 1890, albumen print, taken from Afshar 1992: 106.
Figure 183  Unknown court photographer, Mozaffar al-Din Shah, c. 1900, albumen print, Golestan Palace Library, Tehran.

Figure 184  Unknown photographer, couple in studio, date unknown, albumen print, University Library, Tehran.
Figure 53  Attributed to Bihzad, portrait, Sultân-Hoseyn Mirzâ. Folio from a manuscript, c. 1500-1525. Ink, color and gold paper; folio: 34.3 x 37.2 cm, Arthur M. Sackler Museum. Gift from John Goelet, formerly in the collection of Louis J. Cartier, 1858-59. Photo: Imaging Department @ President and Fellows of Harvard College.
Figure 54  Seated figure holding a cup, mid 17th century, colour wash and ink on paper, H x W: 35.9 x 23.5 cm (14 1/8 x 9 ¾ in), Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.: Bequest of Adrienne Minassian, S1998.17.
Figure 56  Mo’in Mosavvar, Rezā-Abbāsi painting a picture of a European man, started 1635 and finished 1673, Robert Garret Collection of Islamic Manuscripts, No 96 G, Manuscripts Division, Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, Princeton University Library, H: 18.8 cm x W: 10.4 cm.

Figure 62  Prince Mohammad Ali Mirzā Dowlatshāh, Jafar, oil on canvas, 1820, H x W (overall): 208 x 107 cm (81 7/8 x 42 1/8 in), The Art and History Collection, courtesy of the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, LTS2003.1.9.
Figure 63  Artist unknown, Fath Ali Shah seated on the Sun Throne, Tehran, 18th century, Collection of Prince Sadruddin Agha Khan, Geneva.

Figure 64  Signed by Mehr Ali, Portrait of Fath Ali Shah Seated, 1813-14, oil on canvas, 253 x 118 cm, State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg, VR-1108. Photograph © The State Hermitage Museum. Photo by Vladimir Terebenin, Leonard Kheifets, Yuri Molodkovets.
Figure 73  A girl acrobat balancing on a knife, c. 1840, Shirin painter, 127 x 80 cm, Amery Collection (Museum of Art in Tehran), taken from Falk 1973: plate 43.

Figure 87  Attributed to Mehr Ali, Fath Ali Shah Seated on a Chair Throne, Tehran, circa 1800-1806, Oil on canvas: 227.5 x 131 cm, Musée du Louvre, Paris, Section Islamique, on loan from the Musée National de Versailles, MV638.

Figure 96  Luigi Montabone, portrait of Nāser al-Din Shah, three quarter length, sitting with sword, c. 1862, hand-colored albumen, 30.1 x 24.0 cm, Royal Collections, The Hague, The Netherlands, inv. Nr. 0603-03
Figure 120  Humāy and Humāyūn
Meeting in a Garden, ca. 1430-40,
Miniature from a manuscript of the
Khamse of Khwājū Kirmānī, Musée des
Arts Décoratifs, Paris, Inv. 3727.  
Photograph © Musée des Arts Décoratifs.  
Photograph by Jean Tholance.

Figure 121  Artist unknown, The court of Fath Ali Shah, c. 1815, Opaque watercolor
and gold on paper. Central panel 60 x 52 cm, the Art & History Trust, courtesy of the
Figure 122  Unknown artist, Nighttime in a Palace, probably a folio from a manuscript, c. 1540, opaque watercolor, gold and silver on paper; image: 28.6 x 20 cm (11 ¾ x 7 7/8 in.), Harvard Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler Museum. Gift of John Goelet, formerly in the collection of Louis J. Cartier, 1958.76. Photo: Katya Kallsen @ President and Fellows of Harvard College.
Figure 123  Joneyd Naqqāsh Sultāni, Wedding Celebration of Prince Homāy and Princess Homāyun, from Divān by Khwāju Kirmānī, 1396, British Library, London, (fol. 45v; Add. 18113).
Figure 124  Behzād, Hārūn al-Rashid in a Bathhouse, from a Khamse by Nezāmi, The British Library, 1494, London (fol. 27 v; Or. 6810).

Figure 125  Design schema of fig. 124, after Zain.
Figure 126  Behzād, Zoleykha attempts to seduce Yusof, from a Bustān by Sa’di, Cairo, National Library (General Egyptian Book Organization), Abad Farsi, 908, fol. 52 v, Heart, H: 25.4 cm; W: 15.8 cm.

Figure 127  Design schema of fig. 126, after Zain.
Figure 128  Funeral Procession, attributed to Behzād, from Mantīq al-teyr (The Language of the Birds) by Attar, 1483, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, NY, Fletcher Fund, 1963 (fol. 35; 63.210.35).

Figure 129  Design schema of fig. 128, after Zain.
Figure 142  Photographer and painter unknown, Landowner who loves music, ca. 1885, albumen, opaque watercolour, 22kt. Gold; Alkazi Collection of Photography, New Delhi, India.

Graphic 1  Schema of positions sitter versus photographer in studio portrait photography. Elaborated by the author.
Figure 155 Luigi Montabone, Soldati Persiani, c. 1862, hand-colored albumin print, 25.0 x 20.0 cm, Royal Collections, The Hague, The Netherlands, inv. FA Nr. 0603-54.
Figure 156  Luigi Montabone, Nāser al-Din Shah, c. 1862, hand-colored albumen print, sheet: 36.7 x 27.6 cm, image only: 19.3 x 11.5 cm, Royal Collections, The Hague, The Netherlands, inv. Nr. FA 0603-02.

Figure 173  Abdollāh Mirzā Qajar, Nāser al-Din Mirza, c. 1886, albumen print, 24.1 x 18.5 cm, lithography hand-overpainted (from an earlier photograph), Colestān Palace Library, Tehran, Album 1142, Photo 7.
Graphic 2  Schema